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Abstract
In the paper we construct a fully convolutional
GAN model: LocoGAN, which latent space is
given by noise-like images of possibly different
resolutions. The learning is local, i.e. we pro-
cess not the whole noise-like image, but the sub-
images of a fixed size. As a consequence Loco-
GAN can produce images of arbitrary dimensions
e.g. LSUN bedroom data set. Another advantage
of our approach comes from the fact that we use
the position channels, which allows the generation
of fully periodic (e.g. cylindrical panoramic im-
ages) or almost periodic ,,infinitely long” images
(e.g. wall-papers).
1. Introduction
Generative adversarial networks (GANs) (Goodfellow et al.,
2014) are one of the most important areas of deep learning.
GANs based on deep convolutional networks (Radford et al.,
2015; Karras et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2018b) have been
especially successful. Standard GAN models generate new
images from a noise of fixed dimension, and consequently
produce images of fixed resolution.
We present a new architecture and training method for
GANs that are aware of spatial information1. An impor-
tant feature of our model is its simplicity and applicability
to most standard GAN models.
The key idea consists of four elements:
• We use a fully convolutional architecture for generator
network.
• Latent space consists of noise images with potentially
arbitrary resolution and a fixed number of channels.
• We divide the latent noise into local and global noise.
*Equal contribution 1Faculty of Mathematics and Computer
Science, Jagiellonian University, Krako´w, Poland. Correspondence
to: Przemysław Spurek <przemyslaw.spurek@uj.edu.pl>.
.
1 The code is available https://github.com/gmum/
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• We add extra channels with spatial information to the
input noise images.
Such architecture and design of latent space allows us to
use an input of various dimensions. We use that to train our
model only on parts of the latent image, see Fig. 5. We call
this approach local learning. Section 3 contains the detailed
description of the model and the training procedure.
Figure 1. The figure presents samples of different resolutions gen-
erated by a model trained on LSUN (bedrooms) data set. Resolu-
tions of images in the first row from left to right are 160 × 128,
160 × 160, 192 × 128 and 128 × 128, 128 × 160, 96 × 128,
respectively for the second row.
Despite the fact entire images are never used in training,
LocoGAN produces full, state-of-the-art-quality images.
We further demonstrate (see the following examples and
Section 4) a variety of novel applications enabled by teach-
ing the network to be aware of coordinates as well as lo-
cal/global latent. In Fig. 15 we present samples with differ-
ent sizes, generated by a model trained on LSUN (bedrooms)
data set.
The next important consequence of local learning is that we
can train LocoGAN just on one source image – under the
assumption that the image has a strong pattern-like structure.
As a consequence by choosing periodic position channels,
LocoGAN produces periodic pattern images that match the
structure of the source image.
Another interesting consequence of our model is that since
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our model is aware of the position of a given feature, we can
exchange some features between images just by exchanging
the corresponding parts in the respective noise-like images.
For example we can trivially ,,transplant” a part of one
image (like smile or glasses) to the other one, see Fig. 14.
Let us now briefly describe the content of the paper. In
the next section we provide the related works. In the third
section we provide the description of our model. Fourth
section provides the basic experiments on our model (for
more detailed experiments see the Appendix). We conclude
the paper with the short conclusion.
Figure 2. In the experiment we take one picture of a high resolution.
Based on that image we create a data set, by cropping squares of
fixed resolution (192 × 192). We train our model to generate
periodic parts. We present original images (the first row) and
image generated by LocoGAN. The image consists of one fragment
repeated many times.
2. Related works
Generative modeling is a broad area of machine learn-
ing which deals with modeling a joint distribution of data.
Roughly speaking, we want to produce examples similar to
the ones already in a data set X , but not the same.
Generative models are one of the fastest growing areas
of deep learning. In recent years a number of genera-
tive models, like Variational AutoEncoders (VAE) (Kingma
& Welling, 2014), Wasserstein AutoEncoder (WAE) (Tol-
stikhin et al., 2017), generative adversarial networks (GAN)
(Goodfellow et al., 2014), auto-regressive models (Isola
et al., 2017) and flow-based generative models (Dinh et al.,
2014; Kingma & Dhariwal, 2018), were constructed.
The quality of generative image modeling has increased
in recent years thanks to Generative Adversarial Networks
(GANs) architecture. GANs have solved many problems in
various image generation tasks like image-to-image trans-
Figure 3. Moving spatially localized attributes from one image to
another. In the first two rows we add smile from the first image
to the second one. In the next two rows we add glasses from the
first image to the second one. Due to the fact that our model is
local, we do not change the image except for a neighbourhood of
the ,,transplanted” positions.
lation (Isola et al., 2017; Zhu et al., 2017; Taigman et al.,
2016; Park et al., 2019), image super-resolution (Ledig et al.,
2017; Sønderby et al., 2016) and text-to-image synthesis
(Reed et al., 2016; Hong et al., 2018).
GAN is a framework for training deep generative models
using a mini-max game. The goal is to learn a generator
distribution PG(x) that matches the real data distribution
Pdata(x). GAN learns a generator network G that generates
samples from the generator distribution PG by transform-
ing a noise variable z ∼ Pnoise(z) (usually Gaussian noise
N(0, I)) into a sample G(z). This generator is trained by
playing against an adversarial discriminator network D that
aims to distinguish between samples from the true data dis-
tribution Pdata and the generators distribution PG . More
formally, the minimax game is given by the following ex-
pression:
minG maxD V (D,G) =
Ex∼Pdata [logD(x)] + Ex∼noise[log(1−D(G(x)))].
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The main advantage over other models is the ability to pro-
duce sharp images, which are indistinguishable from real
ones. GANs are impressive in terms of the visual quality of
images sampled from the model, but the training process is
often hard and unstable.
In recent years many researcher focused on modifications
to the vanilla GAN procedure to improve stability of the
training process.
Changing the objective function The first part of such
modification is based on changing the objective function
(Arjovsky et al., 2017; Mao et al., 2017; Bellemare et al.,
2017) to encourage convergence.
In (Arjovsky et al., 2017) authors introduced Wasserstein
Generative Adversarial Networks (WGAN) which is an al-
ternative to vanilla GAN. Instead of using a discriminator to
distinguish real and fake images (generated by GAN model),
the WGAN replaces the discriminator model with a critic
that scores the realness of a given image. WGAN improves
the stability of learning and partially solves problems with
mode collapse.
Restrictions on the gradient penalties Another approach
use some restrictions on the decoder gradient penalties (Gul-
rajani et al., 2017; Kodali et al., 2017). The most promising
approach in this area is Spectral Normalization (Miyato
et al., 2018), which uses spectral norm of the weight matri-
ces in the discriminator in order to constrain the Lipschitz
constant of the discriminator function. In (Zhang et al.,
2018a) authors use spectral normalization also for the gen-
erator. Spectral normalization in the generator can prevent
the escalation of parameter magnitudes and avoid unusual
gradients. In practice it allows to stabilize the GAN training
dynamics (Miyato & Koyama, 2018).
Imbalanced learning rate for generator and discrimina-
tor In literature it is well known that regularization of the
discriminator (Gulrajani et al., 2017; Miyato et al., 2018)
often slows down the GANs learning process. In practice,
when we use regularized discriminators we require more
updates for the discriminator than for the generator. We can
solve this problem by using individual learning rate for both
the discriminator and the generator (Heusel et al., 2017).
Such solution speeds up the convergence of GAN models
drastically.
Self-Attention mechanisms Recently, attention mecha-
nisms have been successfully applied in many different
areas of deep learning (Bahdanau et al., 2014; Parmar et al.,
2018; Vaswani et al., 2017; Xu et al., 2015). In particular,
self-attention (Cheng et al., 2016; Parikh et al., 2016), also
called intra-attention, calculates the response at a position
in a sequence by attending to all positions within the same
sequence.
SAGAN (Self-Attention Generative Adversarial Net-
work) (Zhang et al., 2018a) learns to efficiently find global,
long-range dependencies within internal representations of
images. In addition, the self attention mechanism in GAN
can be combined with spectral normalization to stabilize
GAN traning. The imbalanced learning rate for the genera-
tor and the discriminator speeds up the training.
Progressive growing architecture The recent extension
ProGAN (Karras et al., 2017) trains high-resolution GANs
in the single-class setting by training a single model across a
sequence of increasing resolutions. ProGAN progressively
extends the generator and the discriminator architecture,
starting from easier low-resolution images, and adding new
layers that introduce higher-resolution details as the training
progresses. Style-Based Gan (styleGan) (Karras et al., 2019)
is a modification of ProGAN with use of alternative genera-
tor architecture, borrowing from style transfer literature.
Coordinates of pixels in GAN model The recent exten-
sion of GANs architecture improves the stability of a model
but still there is a problem with training GANs on images
with varying resolution. In (Lin et al., 2019) authors present
Conditional Cordinate GAN (COCO-GAN) new architec-
ture where generator generates images by parts based on
their spatial coordinates as the condition. On the other hand,
the discriminator learns to justify realism across multiple as-
sembled patches by global coherence, local appearance, and
edge-crossing continuity. Although full images are never
generated during training, COCO-GAN can produce full
images. Furthermore, COCO-GAN can produce images that
are larger than training samples (beyond-boundary genera-
tion). The use of coordinates allows to generate panoramic
images by using cylindrical coordinate system.
COCO-GAN is very close to our model in terms of possible
applicability. Both of models use coordinate of pixels and
can produce periodic images. On the other hand, contrary to
COCO-GAN our model use fully convolutional architecture
and global coordinates. The architectures are completely
different but can be used in similar non trivial task. For
instead, our model can be train with images with different
resolution and COCO-GAN can be used to extrapolation of
images.
3. LocoGAN main idea
Our approach uses the fact that a fully convolutional neural
network (generator) can generate images of any resolution.
The larger input we use, the larger output we get. In Loco-
GAN we train only on small parts of images, where the input
consists of image-like noise of arbitrary size, see Fig. 4. Af-
ter training we can generate images of different resolutions
by increasing the size of input noise layer. This means that
LocoGAN can be trained on a data set containing different
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Figure 4. Construction of latent noise-like image. Global latent
represents global features and is the same for every pixel for a
given channel in an image. Local latent is a gaussian noise without
any correlation between pixels.
resolutions like LSUN bedroom scene.
Since our approach is a simple modification of the standard
approach, let us briefly describe it here.
Fully convolutional architecture. Convolutional neural
networks are built on translation invariance. Each layer of
data in a convolutional layer is a three-dimensional array
of size h × w × d, where h and w are spatial dimensions,
and d is the feature or channel dimension. The first layer
is the image, with pixel size h × w, and d color channels.
In the case of generator, as an input we use an array of size
h× w × d containing a Gaussian blur. Fully convolutional
architecture can process images of arbitrary resolution (only
the number of color channels is fixed).
To construct LocoGAN, locally convolutional GAN, one has
to deal with a few problems. First, since the discriminator
has a fixed dimension, we apply the idea of local learning.
That is during training we always process the subimages of
fixed size.
Adding spatial information: position channels. Since
we have fully convolutional architecture, the model (for ex-
ample for the FFHQ like data, where the global structure is
crucial), needs the information that it should construct the
neighbourhood of the nose, or of the eye. In the classical
GAN models, the model derives this information from the
fact that the convolutions are used with zero padding, and it
can easily deduce the relative position from the boundary.
Since in our model we do not allow the zero padding, the
images do not have boundary which can be recognized by
the network. Instead, we include the information about the
position in additional channels. In the simplest basic model
we add two channels with x and y positions of the pixel, see
Fig. 4, however, to construct periodic images we use more
channels (a basic form for x periodic images is given by
[cosx, sinx]). In our model we add the position channels at
every layer of the network. Since each layer has different
Figure 5. In this figure we explain the idea of local learning. We
train model on image with possible different resolutions by using
small cropped part of size (64 × 64). We append additional co-
ordinate channels to both generator’s and discriminator’s input to
inform the model which part of the image it is working on. This al-
lows us to generate images of different resolutions by manipulating
the generator’s input image size.
size h × w we have to resize channels with coordinates
respectively to the size h × w. We apply classical down-
sampling of original channels with coordinates to smaller
resolution.
Padding. As a consequence of the above described ap-
proach our model can never see the end of an image (under-
stood as pixels which originally did not belong to the input
noise-like image). Therefore during the training process we
crop larger part of an image and use additional noise pixels
as a padding (a simplified version of this approach is simply
no padding). The size of the noise padding must be large
enough to produce fragment of an image with size equal to
target cropped element.
Global and local latent. However, we still need one addi-
tional element. Since our construction is fully convolutional,
we have no guarantee that, for example, the left upper local
corner of the input would be able to exchange information
with the right lower. In consequence, for the FFHQ data set
we could theoretically obtain a photo where the left side of
the image comes from a man, while the right side comes
from a woman. Thus, in our model we need to model lo-
cal representation of an image as well as the entire image
plan. The final generator must have the ability to produce
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Figure 6. Linear interpolation between images with different resolutions: endpoints are the size from 128×192 to 160×160, respectively.
Figure 7. In the experiment we take one picture of a high resolution. Based on that image we create a data set, by cropping rectangles of
fixed resolution (64× 192). We train our model to generate periodic parts. We present original images (the first row), elements generated
by our model (we highlight the part which is periodic) in the next six rows. In the last three rows we show that we can change local plan
to achieve a small modification of each periodic element.
images with higher resolution than elements in the train-
ing set. Therefore, we have to divide latent (input noise
layer in generator) into two parts. The first one for coding
global feature of the training data set which is fixed during
training for all elements. And the second one for coding
local representation of the image which is different for each
element from the data set. The global (master plan) latent
encodes global information from image and the local one is
responsible for the local structure.
Concluding, in the global latent channels we input image-
type noise which is constant over each channel, see Fig. 4.
To allow the model some additional flexibility, we also add
local latent where we sample by gaussian noise. In practice
the local plan corresponds to some local features (like a
strand of hair changing its position), see Fig. 9.
Architecture. Our architecture derived from the DCGAN
model (Radford et al., 2015). To construct a generator we
use the convolutional-transpose, and batch normalization
No. layer in ch out ch kernel stride padding
1 3 1024 4 2 3
2 1024 512 4 2 3
3 512 256 4 2 3
4 256 128 4 2 3
5 128 3 4 1 3
Table 1. Detailed values of parameters used in generator.
with ReLU activation function for all layers except for the
last one. For the final layer we use Tanh without batch
normalization. Detailed values of parameters such as in-
put channels (in ch), output channels (out ch), kernel size,
stride and padding in individual layers are presented in
Tab 1.
As input to the discriminator we take a 3×64×64 input im-
age, processes it through five convolution and LeakyReLU
layers, and output the final probability through a Sigmoid
LocoGAN – Locally Convolutional GAN
No. layer in ch out ch kernel stride padding
1 3 64 4 2 1
2 64 128 4 2 1
3 128 256 4 2 1
4 256 512 4 2 1
5 512 1 4 1 0
Table 2. Detailed values of parameters used in discriminator.
activation function. For a stable training model in the first
four layers we used spectral normalization (Miyato et al.,
2018) before activation function. Detailed values of pa-
rameters such as input channels (in ch), output channels
(out ch), kernel size, stride and padding in individual layers
are presented in Tab. 2.
4. Experiments
In this section we present the experiments. We start with the
standard LSUN database – we show that LocoGAN allows
interpolation between images of different resolutions. Next
we proceed to the experiments where we show that we can
learn from only one pattern image. In the last subsection we
study the role of channels on the faces data set.
In all experiments on LSUN and FFHQ we train our archi-
tecture on small cropped part (64 × 64) of original image
(128×128). During training of the model we use image-type
noise input with 16 channels for master plan, 2 channels
for local plane, and 2 position channels with size 10× 10.
Positions of original image (128× 128) are scaled to [-1,1].
4.1. LSUN
The LSUN model was trained with the default parameters.
The position channels were given by renormalization of the
position of a given pixel, i.e.:
• X-position: x,
• Y-position: y.
In the case of LSUN (Yu et al., 2015) (bedroom) we scale
shorter edge of the image to 128 and train model on images
with different resolutions. Our model is trained on (64×64)
randomly cropped elements of original data set.
In Fig. 15 we present images generated by LocoGAN model.
As we can see our model produces state of the art images
with the same resolution as in the training data set.
As it was mentioned, the position channels are responsible
for the position of the elements, and in particular for the
up-down, left-right information (i.e. carpet is on the down
of the LSUN image, while the lamp is under the ceiling).
Figure 8. Samples with resolution 128×128 generated from model
trained on FFHQ data set. FID score equals 26.3.
This means, that we can reasonably interpolate between
the images of different resolutions. In the case of classical
interpolation we take two points from prior distribution and
apply linear interpolation. Then we transfer points through
the generator. In our model image-type noise layer has
coordinates channels. Therefore, we can use sizes of tar-
get images (potentially different ones) and simultaneously
change resolution of an image (linear interpolation between
sizes) and modify array of coordinates with bilinear inter-
polation. In Fig. 6 we present interpolation between two
elements with different sizes.
4.2. Patterns
The case of patterns is probably the most novel from features
of LocoGAN. In this case our model learns to produce
an image which is similar to the one source image. We
assume here that we have only one source image, which has
a pattern-like structure. For this task we chose three images:
brick 666×1000, bamboo 1064×708 and grass 821×544,
see Fig. 7.
In the experiment we take one picture of a high resolution.
Based on that image we create a data set, by cropping rect-
angles of fixed resolution (64× 192). The cropped images
should have similar distribution. Elements from training
data set should be large enough to represent local structure.
On the other hand, elements should not be too large because
we do not want to encode the global structure of the image.
Now, we train our model to be able to produce periodic
parts. More specifically, we produce a small element that
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Figure 9. Samples from resolution 128× 128 with the same global plan, and random local plan. The picture shows that the modification
of a local plan has a small effect on the image. For instance, we may notice a slight change in the hair.
can be repeated to construct the full image, see Fig. 7.
Because the network is fully convolutional, a periodic pat-
tern can be generated by changing position channels in our
model. We use two position channels, one for obtaining
periodic strip:
• X-position: (cosαx, sinαx),
• Y-position: y,
and the other one for obtaining double periodic covering of
the plane:
• X-position: (cosαx, sinαx),
• Y-position: (cosαy, sinαy),
see Fig. 2.
Figure 10. In the left upper corner, we present an image generated
in the same resolution as the element in the training data set. Loco-
GAN can produce images with different resolutions than elements
from the training data set. We present images with increased height
and width (images with higher resolution) as well as images with
only one dimension changed(extend and stretch).
Observe that since our model uses local learning, the dis-
criminator never sees the whole patch, and consequently
has no information that the data was not periodic. Since
we have periodic position channels, by using periodic local
channels (with the same period), our model will produce
periodic patterns. In Fig. 7 we present original images (in
first row) element generated by our model (we highlight the
part which is periodic).
Because the network is fully convolutional, a semi-periodic
pattern could be generated based on the network trained on
one image alone. Simplest way to achieve that is to use
different local plane for each periodic element. In the last
three rows in Fig. 7 we show that we can change local plan
to provide a little modification for each periodic element. In
consequence we obtain a semi-periodic pattern.
We can also use double periodic coordinates on X and Y
position to produce images with arbitrary size, see Fig. 2.
4.3. FFHQ
In the case of FFHQ data set our model is trained on (64×
64) randomly cropped elements of original data set (128×
128). In Fig. 8 we present images (128× 128) generated by
LocoGAN model.
In our model input noise layer has local and master plan
channels. Master plane codes most information about the
photo. Interpolation between both plans and interpolation
with fixed local plan are almost the same. It may seem that
a local plan is not needed, but our experiments show that it
allows us to obtain sharper images and model small details
such as hair structure, eye color or background. In each
row of Fig. 9 we present single face with randomly changed
local plan. As we can see, local plan change affects the
structure of hair.
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Figure 11. Horizontal and vertical interpolation between two images. Top: we present which parts of master plane was taken to produce
target image. Bottom: we visualize original images and a produce of mixing master plan features.
Information coded by position channels Now we would
like to perform the experiment which shows that the use
of position channels is crucial. In the left upper corner in
Fig. 10 we have an image generate in the same resolution
as the element in the training data set. We train model on
resolution (128× 128) by using small cropped part of size
(64 × 64). During training we use coordinate of the part
of an image because model should know which part of the
image we used. After training we can generate elements of
size (128× 128).
In our model it is also possible to produce images with
larger resolution than elements from training data set. We
obtain it by extending an array of coordinates with bilinear
interpolation. If we increase length and width, we obtain
original image with higher resolution. On the other hand
we can modify only one edge of the image and extend or
stretch the face, see Fig. 10.
Transfer Master plan channels encode global features of
images. Since our construction is fully convolutional, we
have no guarantee that, for example, the left upper local
corner of the input would be able to exchange information
with the right lower. In consequence, for the FFHQ data set
we could theoretically obtain a photo where the left side of
the image comes from a man, while the right side comes
from a woman. Thus, we need to insert global information.
We do this by master-plan channels.
Observe that although obviously some features have strong
correlation with location, in the typical GAN models this
correspondence is lost. And to modify some features locally
one would typically need some form of disentanglement.
Contrary to this, in our model information which corre-
sponds to the position is embedded in the representation.
This allows to ,,transplant” hair, or glasses/eye(s), nose or
beard from one face to another. In particular, we can easily
generate a face with different eye colors – which clearly
goes out of the distribution of the data.
To some extent this resembles the style transfer. In the first
experiments we take two generated images and produce one
which on one half contains master plan from one image and
in the second half has a master plan from another one, see
Fig. 11. We construct two approaches: we merge images
horizontally and vertically. As we can see, the new image
contains a smooth interpolation between two source faces.
We can also transfer style only with some particular part of
an image. In Fig. 14 we present how to transfer smiles and
glasses.
5. Conclusion
The crucial aspect of LocoGAN is the use of a latent consist-
ing of noise-like images with possibly different resolutions
and the input made of position, local and global channels.
Moreover, the noise-like images of different resolutions are
processed locally.
Although the architecture of LocoGAN is simple, it has
some important advantages over the standard GAN models.
In particular, we can produce images of various sizes, learn
on just one image with a pattern, construct periodic images,
or ,,transplant” parts of images.
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6. Appendix A: Generating samples with
different sizes
Despite the fact, entire images are never used in training,
LocoGAN produces full, state-of-the-art-quality images.
We further demonstrate a variety of novel applications en-
abled by teaching the network to be aware of coordinates as
well as local/global latent. In Fig. 15 we present samples
with different sizes, generated by a model trained on LSUN
(bedrooms) data set.
7. Appendix B: Information coded by position
channels
In this paragraph, we would like to show more experiments
that present the potential use of position channels. In the
left upper corner in Fig. 12 we have an image generated
in the same resolution as the element in the training data
set. We train the model on resolution (128× 128) by using
small cropped part of size (64×64). During training we use
coordinate of the part of an image because model should
know which part of the image we used. After training, we
can generate elements of size (128× 128).
8. Appendix C: Transfer of style
In LocoGAN information that corresponds to the position
is embedded in the representation. In the main paper, we
show experiment when we take two generated images and
produce one which one half contains master plan from one
image and in the second half has a master plan from another
one, see Fig. 11. Below we present a modification of that
experiment where we construct linear interpolation between
two images by vertically swapping master plan from one
image to another. In the beginning, we have one image
which is changing (from top to bottom) into another, see
Fig. 13.
We can also transfer style only with some particular part of
an image. In Fig. 14 we present how to transfer smiles and
glasses. In the first row we have images, which are changed
by adding some elements from images in the first column.
LocoGAN – Locally Convolutional GAN
Figure 12. The picture presents samples with different sizes that were generated from a model trained on the FFHQ data set. Each sample
consists of images with resolutions 128× 128, 128× 192 in the upper row and 192× 128, 192× 192 in the row below.
LocoGAN – Locally Convolutional GAN
Figure 13. Vertical (from top to bottom) interpolation between two images.
LocoGAN – Locally Convolutional GAN
Figure 14. Moving attributes from one image to another. In the first row, there are images, which are changed in below rows by transferring
some elements from images in the first column. Due to the fact that our model is local, we do not change the image except for a
neighborhood of the ,,transplanted positions.
LocoGAN – Locally Convolutional GAN
Figure 15. The picture presents samples with different sizes that were generated from a model trained on LSUN (bedrooms) data set. Each
sample consists of eight images with resolutions 128× 192, 128× 224 in the top row, 160× 128, 160× 160, 192× 128 in the middle
row and 128× 128, 128× 160, 96× 128 in the lowest row
